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Chemical functionalization of graphene is one method pursued to 

engineer new properties into a graphene sheet. Graphene oxide is 

the most commonly used chemical derivative of graphene. Here we 

present experimental evidence for the formation of enolate 

moieties when oxygen atoms are added to the graphene basal 

plane. The exotic functional groups are stabilized by simultaneous 

bond formation between the graphene sheet and the underlying 

Ir(111) substrate. Scanning tunneling microscopy images 

demonstrate the patterned nature of C-O bond formation and x-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy and high resolution electron energy 

loss spectroscopy are used to characterize the enolate moiety. The 

results present a new mechanism for the formation of patterned 

graphene oxide and provide evidence of a functional group rarely 

considered for graphene oxide materials. 

 

Graphene is a 2D semi-metal in which all carbon atoms are sp2 

hybridized.1 Chemical functionalization of graphene is driven by the 

desire to engineer the physical and chemical properties of pristine 

graphene sheets, and to introduce new means of incorporating 

graphene interfaces with other materials.2–4 The addition of simple 

atomic species, such as hydrogen,5 oxygen6,7 or fluorine,8 has been 

shown to change the electronic band structure of graphene from that 

of a semi-metal to that of a semi-conductor or insulator.  

Graphene oxide is a term used to describe graphene materials that 

have been subjected to oxidation reactions. Supported graphene 

oxide materials have been studied as sensor materials, for their 

potential magnetic properties and as clusters to form graphene oxide 

quantum dots.9–12 The growth of metallic nanoparticles on supported 

graphene sheets is also facilitated by the presence of C-O bonds at 

the graphene basal plane,4 with attachment or cleavage of particle 

growth initiators dependent on the nature of the C-O bond.13 This 

may be a viable method for atomic layer deposition on graphene 

films, allowing for integration of graphene sheets in more complex 

electronic devices.14 Consequently, the nature of the C-O bond 

formed during synthesis of graphene oxide is of general interest and 

importance.  

It is widely assumed that an oxygen atom bonding to the basal plane 

of a graphene sheet is initially covalently bound through the 

formation of an epoxy group.15–18 The stability of different oxygen 

moieties on metal-supported graphene sheets was, however, 

recently explored for graphene islands on Ru(0001).19 Those authors, 

building on theoretical results from Jung et al.,20 provided the first 

experimental evidence for the existence of the enolate moiety when 

oxygen atoms bind to a graphene sheet supported by a metal 

substrate. Their calculations indicate that interaction with an 

underlying metallic substrate can guide the formation of enolate 

groups when an oxygen atom binds to one carbon atom, and the 

adjacent carbon atom is suitably positioned to bind down to an 

underlying metal atom. A 370 meV gain in energy was reported for 

the formation of an enolate group, versus an epoxy group, in certain 

areas of the moiré pattern formed between the graphene lattice and 

atoms from the Ru(0001) surface.19  

Graphene on Ru(0001), however, is already a strongly coupled 

system with good evidence for the preexistence of a carbon-metal 

bond even before oxygen atoms are introduced.21 Hence, it is timely 

to consider the nature of the C-O bond for other, less strongly 

coupled systems. Graphene on Ir(111) (Gr/Ir(111)) demonstrates 

weak van der Waals interaction between the graphene sheet and the 

Ir(111) surface atoms.22 Moreover, single crystal graphene sheets 

with a low concentration of defects and highly oriented domains are 

routinely prepared on Ir(111) substrates following chemical vapour 

deposition.23  

The attachment of oxygen atoms to Gr/Ir(111) has been reported 

previously but the possibility of enolate formation was not 

considered.15,16 Here, we revisit this system adding new high-

resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) data to 

demonstrate that at a low flux of oxygen atoms, enolate formation 

dominates and occurs only at select sites on the Gr/Ir(111) surface, 

generating a long-range pattern of graphene oxide nano-dots. 

The slight lattice mis-match between the carbon atoms in the 

graphene sheet and the Ir(111) surface atoms leads to a long-range 

repeating moiré pattern.23 The moiré unit cell contains: TOP regions 

where Ir surface atoms are positioned directly beneath the center of 

a hexagonal ring in the graphene sheet; and HCP and FCC regions, 

where every second C atom is positioned directly above an Ir atom. 

HCP and FCC regions differ in the arrangement of Ir atoms in the 

second and third Ir layer. The remaining carbon atoms, in between 
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Fig. 1. Scanning tunnelling microscopy images of graphene on Ir(111) exposed 

to a low flux of O atoms at room temperature. The schematic and overlying lattice 

in the top left identify the repeating dark depressions as “TOP” regions in the moiré 

pattern. Newly formed C-O bonds appear throughout as circular ring features and 

are exclusively found at FCC and HCP regions; V=450 mV, I=0.20 nA. The inset 

shows an atomically resolved area where new C-O bonds have been formed; a 

moiré lattice has been superimposed; V=-16 mV, I=0.45 nA.  

 

TOP and HCP/FCC regions, show varying degrees of overlap with 

underlying surface Ir atoms. This repeating moiré pattern, with a 25.2 

Å repeat-distance, dominates in STM imaging of the Gr/Ir(111) basal 

plane. Here we use an imaging mode such that TOP sites image as 

dark. Details on this assignment, and other experimental details, can 

be found in the ESI. 

When Gr/Ir(111) is exposed to a very low flux of O atoms to produce 

O-Gr/Ir(111) bond formation sites are imaged as doughnut-like, 

bright rings with a dark center, Fig. 1. In the image in Fig. 1, not all 

moiré sites have become oxidized with roughly one third of moiré 

unit cells remaining pristine. In the majority of moiré unit cells where 

oxidation has occurred, only the FCC site shows oxidation but in few 

areas, and examples are highlighted in Fig. 1, both the FCC and HCP 

sites show evidence for C-O bond formation. The inset shows an 

atomically resolved site, where O-atoms have landed on the 

graphene basal plane. The localized formation of C-O bonds, only at 

FCC and HCP sites, strongly suggests a role for the underlying Ir 

substrate. 

In Fig. 2, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data are presented 

for (a) Gr/Ir(111), (b) O-Gr/Ir(111), following exposure to a low flux 

of O atoms, and (c) the time evolution of the C1s peaks with 

increasing fluence of O atoms. Spectra in Fig. 2b were recorded after 

50 min irradiation and represent a saturated coverage under these 

dosing conditions. The C1s data for Gr/Ir(111) show one peak, CC, fit 

using a Doniach-Šunjić function convoluted with a Gaussian, with a 

binding energy of 284.04 eV. After C-O bond formation, a new peak, 

CO, is introduced at 284.33 eV and the CC peak from pristine graphene  

Fig. 2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data for (a) pristine graphene on Ir(111) 

and (b) oxidized graphene on Ir(111). Individual peak details are given in Table 

S1 (ESI). cc) Time evolution of the relative area of the C1s peaks with increasing 

fluence of O atoms. 

is correspondingly reduced in intensity and has shifted to 284.09 eV. 

The CC binding energy shift following oxidation is likely induced by 

doping of the graphene sheet. There is also a contribution from a 

small third peak, CA at 285.84 eV. The data are consistent with 

reports on graphene oxide by others.15,16 Here, however, we show a 

strong preference for O addition as one unique type of C-O moiety, 

as represented by the CO peak. 

Photoelectrons from the Ir4f core level, from Gr/Ir(111), show two 

peaks at 60.80 eV and 60.29 eV, for Ir bulk and surface atoms 

respectively.24 Thus the graphene sheet is not chemically interacting 

with the Ir surface.15 After oxidation, a new peak, at 60.60 eV, is 

introduced to represent Ir surface atoms that are involved in bond 

formation with the overlying graphene sheet. The pristine Ir surface 

peak is correspondingly reduced in intensity. There is no evidence in 

the Ir spectrum for Ir oxide deposits originating from the thermal 

cracker. 

After oxidation the O1s signal is fit, predominantly, with 1 Gaussian 

peak, OA, with a binding energy of 531.07 eV and a second smaller 

peak, OB, at 528.83 eV. O1s data for O-Ir(111) show intensity at 530 

eV and the absence of such a peak in the O-Gr/Ir(111) data illustrates 

that no Ir-O bond is formed.24 Fig. 2c shows the evolution of the 

relative areas for the C1s peaks, with increasing fluence of O atoms. 

After 30 min dosing the coverage approximates saturation with an 

upper limit contribution from the CO peak at 17 % and an upper limit 

3% contribution from CA. We propose that the CO peak corresponds 

both to carbon atoms bound to O-atoms, via formation of an enolate, 

and to neighbouring carbon atoms simultaneously bound to the 

underlying Ir substrate.5 These percentages concur with analysis of 

STM images for surface coverage (S1). The size of such a cluster 

corresponds to the size of the FCC site in the moiré unit cell. This 

confirms that the most reactive sites for O atom addition are 

confined to the FCC region of the moiré. Experiments and DFT 

calculations illustrate that the position of an Ir atom directly beneath 

a carbon atom, and C-Ir bond formation, significantly increases the 

energy gain for C-H bond formation in FCC and HCP regions 

compared to similar bond formation in TOP regions, with a slight 

energetic preference for FCC regions.5 Jung et al. and Novotny et al.,  
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Table 1. Vibrational features in HREELS data 

Vibration mode O-Gr/Ir(111) (meV) O-Gr/Cu(111) (meV)20 H-Gr/Ir(111) (meV)25 Oxidized diamond films 

Phonon Ir 41  40  

C-Ir 61  52  

C-Ir 78  72  

ZO graphene 104  100 100(C=C))26 b 

C-O-C) epoxy 120   5726,12527,13527,14026 c 

Enolate 130 28,29,54,125,145a   

LO/TO phonons in 
graphane-like clusters 

152  158  

ZO phonons in graphane-
like clusters 

181  178  

TO/LO graphene 199  195 200-205(C=C))27 b 

(C=O) carbonyl 219   22026,22027 

a Jung et al. calculated 6 vibrational modes for enolate groups at two distinct sites for free standing graphene, HOPG, Gr/Cu(111) and Gr/Ni(111) substrates. 

The values for O-Gr/Cu(111) are included here. b The C=C) stretching vibration does not originate from phonons as in graphene but appears with similar energy 

losses. c The region between 120-140 meV is complex for oxidized nano-diamond films and peaks assigned to  (C-O-O-C), CH3),C=CH), aromatic ring–

H) and (C-O-H) in the literature overlap with the clear peak at 130 meV identified in Fig. 3. 

concluded that the same mechanism leads to the stabilization of 

enolate formation upon formation of C-O bonds for Gr/Cu, Gr/Ni and  

Gr/Ru.19,20 Novotny et al. demonstrated that enolate formation was 

favoured in FCC regions of the graphene Ru(0001) moiré. 

We suggest that the CA peak is caused by either a small amount of 

epoxy group formation15,16 or carbonyl formation, which we justify 

using HREELS data.  

Figure 3. High-resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy data recorded (a) on 

pristine graphene on Ir(111) and (b) on graphene on Ir(111) exposed to a low flux 

of O atoms. In both cases curves are shown for data collected in the specular and 

out of specular directions following irradiation with a 20 eV electron beam. The 

curves have been normalized to the intensity of the elastic peak. See Table 1 for 

peak identifications. 

HREELS data, are shown in Fig. 3. The spectrum for Gr/Ir(111) shows 

two distinct energy loss peaks; at 104 meV for losses incurred by 

scattering from the ZO phonons in graphene and a second peak at 

199 meV, corresponding to scattering from the LO/TO phonons.28 

After oxidation a new set of peaks is introduced, Fig. 3b. We interpret 

this spectrum in Table 1, in light of HREELS for H-Gr/Ir(111) reported 

by Kyhl et al.25 and the calculated vibrations of the enolate group 

reported by Jung et al.20   

The LO/TO and ZO phonons modes for graphene persist and in 

addition signals arise from scattering loses associated with: the 

vibration of the newly formed C-Ir bonds, reported in relation to Fig. 

2, at 61 meV and 78 meV; LO/TO and ZO phonons associated with 

the newly formed graphane-like clusters reported in relation to Fig. 

1 at 152 meV and 181 meV respectively. Three peaks, at 120 meV, 

130 meV and 219 meV, can be associated with vibration of the newly 

formed C-O bonds and the intensity of these peaks varies with the 

angle at which scattered electrons are detected. In particular the 

peak at 130 meV is prominent in the specular direction but reduced 

in out-of-specular directions, indicating formation of a very polar 

bond.  

Where available, experimental reports on the characterization of 

oxidized carbon substrates by HREELS are listed in Table 1.26,27,29 

There is consensus that the energy loss peak at 219 meV can be 

associated with vibration of a C=O bond indicating that we have 

formation of carbonyl species. The corresponding small HREELS 

intentity explains the origin of the smaller peak OB, at 528.83 eV and 
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CA at 285.84 eV in XPS data discussed in Fig. 2. Energy losses at 120-

135 meV have consistently been associated with vibrations from 

ether and epoxy groups but the strong polar nature of the peak at 

130 meV observed here, and the simultaneous formation of the C-Ir 

bond, points to the identification of an enolate group. The vibrational 

energies for the 6 vibrational modes of the enolate moiety calculated 

by Jung et al. are consistent with this assignment.20 Jung et al. report 

a substrate dependent vibration between 25-29 meV that is likely 

hidden by the elastic peak in Fig. 3b. The vibration at 49-58 meV for 

collective motions of the  entire CO group normal to the graphene 

plane overlaps with C-Ir, reported by Kyhl et al.25 

We have demonstrated that O atoms covalently bind to the 

graphene basal plane selectively at sites dictated by the underlying 

Ir(111) substrate. The spectroscopic evidence supports the view that 

these new bonds take the form of enolates and microscopy 

demonstrates the patterned nature of bond formation. Future work 

will focus on exploiting the potential of using this new functional 

group to perform further chemistry at the graphene basal plane, and 

to engineer interfaces with other materials. 
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